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Abstract

This contribution deals with the problem of taxation of athletes. The hypothesis of 
this paper is the question whether the tax rules governing the taxation of athletes 
fulfi ll the appropriate formal quality of the legal regulation (formal values of law) 
required in a democratic legal state or not? The methods used for answering this 
hypothesis are the analysis of the law and selected jurisprudence of the higher courts; 
a comparison of the legal position of the athletes in the Czech tax law with European 
soft law model. Throughout the paper, syntax procedures will be used to create partial 
conclusions for the purpose of the fi nal thesis. Although the position of collective 
athletes is concerning the matter of tax expenditures surrealistic, nevertheless we can 
see deep rationality in the motives of Supreme Administrative Court. The hypothesis 
of the paper needs to be answered positively, the regulation of the taxation of athletes 
in its current form does not fulfi ll the formal values of law, especially it fails in the 
perspective of predictability. Therefore, who knows if the campaign of the courts 
against the tax rules, which are devoid of formal values, will not continue.
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1 Introduction 

Tax law is connecting every individual in the state and through the duty to assess 
taxes is, on the one hand, realized the will of the people to secure the running of 

1 This article is the outcome of the research projects: MUNI/A/1359/2016 (Reformation of income taxes).
2 Postgraduate student at the Faculty of Law, Masaryk University at the Department of Financial Law and 

Economic. The Author specializes in tax law. Contact email: michaliska@mail.muni.cz. 
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their own state (in the most general idea), on the other hand, it faces the principle 
of democratic state where the majority opinion must prevail. Tax laws should 
primarily be conceived within a long-term social consensus. Otherwise, it becomes 
an instrument of the ruling – the instrument justifying the means. A practical 
application of unstable law always causes serious problems.

As an example, the taxation of professional sportsman performers (athletes) can be 
used. On 13 July 2017, the Supreme Administrative Court ruled that David Lafata, 
a former football representative, could claim a 60% fl at-rate tax expenditures as a 
professional footballer (the Financial Administration hold the view that the athletes 
of collective sports are allowed to use only the 40 percent of lump-sum rate). 
The judgment in case Lafata was based on the leitmotif of the previous Supreme 
Administrative Court’s judgment (Supreme Administrative Court: 2 Afs 16/2011), 
in which the court criticized the absence of precise legal regulation relating to 
the performance of professional sport. The case law pointed out one of the Czech 
nuisance – a very complicated and confusing legal tax regulation.

Nowadays, the issue of the taxation of athletes is elaborated particularly in decisions 
of regional courts and in three judgments of the Supreme Administrative Court, by 
academic environment the topic was subject of research of M. Radvan (2014: 60-
70), J. Morávek and M. Štefko (2013: 354-358), T. Sluka (2007: 199) and R. Vybíral 
(2013: 12-17). However, the hypothesis of the paper was not explicitly “touched” by 
anyone of them. 

2 Origin and Concept of Formal (Values of) Law

“Everyone knows what the law is, but no one can defi ne it satisfactorily” (Knapp, 
1995: 42). R. Zippelius responds (characteristically to the contemporary attitude of 
society), in the introduction to his work Das Wesen des Rechts, to the idea of St. 
Augustine. He proclaims that “(to) discover the law in our world, we do not need 
to know the a priori defi nition of law at all” (Zippelius, 1997: 133). Does it right 
that the system tiding human beings to act somehow was not only discoverable 
but also defi ne, respectively understandable, doesn’t it? Human life is large, if not 
whole, pervaded and governed by law. According to classics, the law is writhed 
by an endless war between three pillars of law – purposes of law – justice, legal 
certainty and effectiveness/purposiveness (Radbruch, 2012: 31). In fact, the main 
struggle is led between the individual interests represented by justice and the public 
welfare represented by purposiveness in the form of an effective and reasonable 
arrangement of things to achieve general well-being (Radbruch, 2003: 216). Legal 
certainty, hand in hand with the proportionality test in ad hoc cases, balances this 
clash.
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The application of the test of proportionality in tax law is very limited 
(Constitutional Court Pl. ÚS 29/08) and so as the main arbitrator in the tilt between 
the justice of the interests of the individual and the general interest stays legal 
certainty. Legal certainty is based on the idea of the practical possibility of planning 
and anticipating the consequences of its future actions – generally speaking, human 
life (Raz, 1986: 434). Predictability in this purest form has been placed in law from 
time immemorial, yet the legal certainty itself is connected with the Rule of law.3 
German legal philosophy and 19th-century theory that build solid future foundations 
for Rechstaat, i.e. the law realistically applicable and practically enforceable, puts 
emphasis on the formal quality of law from which the fairness of content of the law 
can be born.

For the purposes of this paper, Jhering’s concept of formal law will be used. Formal 
values of law were considered to be an inseparable part of the democratic Rule of 
law state, because without these values the very existence of the law, especially its 
acceptance and applicability, would not be guaranteed (Jhering, 1887: 588). The law, 
for the purpose of staying law (normative system), contains some immanent (with 
its nature necessarily tied) values: order, predictability, freedom from arbitrariness, 
legal equality, legal security and legitimacy (Summers, 2013: 30). 

These values are in “law in action” marginally mentioned for example by the 
Constitutional Court of Czech Republic in its last “tax judgment” (Constitutional 
Court Pl. ÚS 9/15), specifi cally in the thought sequence devoted to the proper 
form of tax regulations. Tax rules “should at the same time be suffi ciently precise, 
intelligibility and applicable in practice (by both taxpayers and body od Financial 
authorities). The need for practical application of these rules is refl ected in the fact 
that the characteristics of tax structural elements can be adequately typifi ed and 
fl atted by the legislator”. Requirements put on law are inspired by the praxis of 
application of the laws. The aspect of the precise tax law is connected with the 
restriction of the form of law by principle nullum tributum sine lege. In practice, the 
intelligibility4 is secured by the principle in dubio pro mitius – the guardian of free 
will and human freedom senso largo. The last requirement is quite indefi nite and 
rather unexplored by legal praxis, even though it is based on the very conditions for 
enforceability of law5.

3 Even the emperor Ferdinand I. used Latin proverb “Fiat iustitia, pereat mundus” in non-ironical robe.
4 The statement of matters of facto f the lawmaker directly (excluding the necessity of inference or argument to 

arrive at the meaning) and in such appropriate terms, so arranged, as to be comprehensible by a person of 
common or ordinary understanding.

5 The applicability of law in practice is based on the condition of the Rule of law formed by the will of the 
majority. If the law was not applicable in practice, it is not “usable” law, and not only for the impossibility of 
actually carrying out the imposed obligations but above all for the socially unacceptable of the nature of its 
content. 
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3 Taxation of Athletes in the Czech Republic and UEFA Model

The Income Tax Act was created in former times when Czechoslovakia was still 
existing6, but its constant changes led to the current state which is best described in 
the fi rst sentence of the summary and evaluation of the facts of the Supreme Audit 
Offi ce presented after inspecting aspects of the income tax of natural persons: “The 
Income Tax Act is unclear…” (Supreme Audit Offi ce: 2017). On the example of the 
taxation of athletes can be seen how far the possible consequences of the lack of 
clarity of the law and strong judicial fi ght against this uncertainty can go.

The taxation of athletes in the European context has very clear outlines. An athlete is 
an employee of the club. As a textbook example of European standards, we can use 
Memorandum of Understanding between the Union des Associations Européennes 
de Football and the Fédération Internationale des Associations de Footballeurs 
Professionnels “FIFPRO Division Europe” (hereinafter “Memorandum”) 
(Memorandum: 2007). 

By the Memorandum on the one side, the club is obliged to ensure salary; other 
benefi ts; medical and health insurance for accident and illness; pension fund/social 
security costs; reimbursements for expenses incurred by the player; paid leave 
(holidays)7 or mandatory insurance coverage for the player for illness and accident 
and regular medical/dental examination as well as medical/dental treatment with 
qualifi ed personnel during football duties. On the other side the player is obliged 
to play matches to the best of his best ability, when selected; participate in training 
and match preparation according to the instructions of his superior; to maintain a 
healthy lifestyle and high standard of fi tness; comply with and act in accordance 
with club offi cials’ instructions (reasonable; e.g. to reside where suitable for the 
club); attend events of the club (sporting but also commercial ones); obey club rules 
(including, where applicable, club disciplinary regulations, duly notifi ed to him 
before signing the contract); abstain from participating in other football activities, 
other activities or potentially dangerous activities not prior approved by the club 
and which are not covered by clubs’ insurance; take care of the property of the club 
and to return it after termination of the contract; immediately notify the club in 
case of illness or accident and to not undergo any medical treatment without prior 
information to the club’s doctor (except in emergencies) and to provide a medical 
certifi cate of incapacity; not to bring the club or football into disrepute (e.g. media 
statements); not to gamble or undertake other related activities within football and 
others.

6 There was a broad public consensus on the creation of basic laws and so their legitimacy is very strong.
7 The minimum is four weeks in each 12- month period. Periods of paid leave must be agreed by the Club in 

advance and must be taken outside the regular football season. It has to be ensured that at least two weeks 
are taken consecutively.
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The standardization regulation of the relationship between the player and the 
employer shows typical signs of dependent work (Liška, 2016: 103-126). The labor-
law protection of athletes in Europe even goes far beyond the protection provided in 
labor-law relations in the Czech Republic.

The independent work of dependant professions is connected with the 
misclassifi cation of employees as independent contractors in the Czech legal 
system, which is a very simplifi ed way supports dependant form of the work as the 
default form of work. It aimed to maintain the labor-law protection of dependent 
person against the employer’s (cooperators) will. 

However, mentioned default setting of the Czech labor-law system (and also tax-
law system) are colliding with tax-law jurisprudence which prefers the “mutual 
expression of the parties’ will” over the content of the contract (material truth) 
(Šimka, 2014: 6-13). In the legal practice of taxation of athletes, the text of the law 
has been “bridged”8 by the mutual expression of will through the “court complaint” 
against the lack of clarity of the legal regulation (Supreme Administrative Court 
2 Afs 16/2011). The Supreme Administrative Court, while leaving the untouched 
contractual protection of athletes, carries out all the tax-law costs associated with 
the provision of this protection to the athlete, including “business risk”, which is 
also covered by contract clauses and are typical for labor-law protection connected 
with the taxation of that dependent work. The only logical explanation for the above 
mentioned is the lack of formal qualities of tax-law regulation which considers the 
athlete to be subjects of dependent activity under Sec. 6 of the Income Tax Act.

4 Formal Values of Law the Case of Income Tax Act v. the People

The lack of clarity of the legal regulation of the taxation of athletes according to 
the Supreme Administrative Court (Supreme Administrative Court 2 Afs 16/2011) 
results from the factual absence of a private-law cause (economic reason) of 
taxation. Athletes are unclear employment/business category in the civil law and law 
generally. The Court’s approach to the taxation of athletes is based on the following: 
If you, legislator, do not regulate this, we will accept the tax entity’s interpretation, 
if it is interpretatively achievable.9 After the intervention of the court, the legislator 
has always the choice: he will adjust the certain area or impliedly agree with the 
opinion of the court, so he will leave the regulation in its current state. In the case of 
athletes, the Czech legislator approached the second option.

8 Although the Income Tax Act does not explicitly mention the taxation of athletes, it is necessary to take into 
account the material characteristics of the activity.

9 Bounds and interpretative limits of principle in dubio pro liberate. Cf Kokeš and Pospíšil, 2009: 312.
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Formal values of the Income Tax Act have been questioned, in addition to the 
aforementioned Supreme Audit Offi ce, by the Constitutional Court in the judgment 
concerning the VAT control statement, where, among other things, court reminded 
that the form submission10 has no support in the law, respectively requisites of 
the form are formulated so much widely (the prescribed data necessary for tax 
administration) that they are unpredictable to the taxpayer.

The taxation of athletes is also related to the predictability of taxation itself. In 
the case law (Supreme Administrative Court 6 Ads 88/2006) as well as in the 
legal theory of public law, great emphasis is placed on the predictability of law 
in the form of the existence of steady administrative practice consisting in the 
application, respectively non-application of law in a certain way.11 If the application 
is connected to a change in the view on the taxation of a particular subject(s), it is 
always advisable to ask the question whether this sudden change is predictable or 
not, respectively made in a predictable manner. For example, in connection with the 
imposition of a surcharge that is within the meaning of the Court’s of Justice of the 
European Union case-law a criminal sanction (European Court of Human Rights 
7356/10), it is always necessary to keep in mind that the requirements of Art. 7 of 
the Convention are fulfi lled only and only if the national regulation of the crime is 
foreseeable, what means that an individual must be able to meet the meaning of the 
relevant provisions and to foresee the consequences of its breach (European Court 
of Human Rights 37571/97; European Court of Human Rights 17862/91 or European 
Court of Human Rights 32492/96; 32547/96; 32548/96; 33209/96 and 33210/96). 
Therefore, blank spaces of the law must always be colored before application, either 
green or red.

5 Reasons for Additional No-Taxation of Athletes

It was stated at the beginning that the courts found that in Czech law the taxation of 
athletes is not clearly defi ned. This consideration should be enriched by the fact that 
athletes were not mentioned in the explanatory note to fi ll out the forms of the tax 
return, nor was the issue mentioned in the offi cial statement of any of the credible 
representatives of the “fi scal system”. There was no D-instruction before the action 
“additional taxation of athletes” and the sanction did not meet criteria created by 
the pan-European principle nulla poena sine lege certa (Klip, 2011: 69).12 

10 The only form of fi ling a tax return on the income tax of natural and legal persons acceptable by Financial 
administration.

11 This creates a law in the material sense (see: Kühn, 2016: 205-213).
12 In the case C-308/06 Intertanko general advocate says: The principle of legal certainty requires, in particular, 

that rules should be clear and precise, so that individuals may ascertain unequivocally what their rights and 
obligations are and may take steps accordingly. In connection with criminal offences and penalties it is given 
concrete expression by the principle of legality (nullum crimen, nulla poena sine lege) […] This principle implies 
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Taxpayers who self-assessing tax-law regulations are common people13 to whom 
the legislator, in part as well as the executive power14, has a duty. Duty to create a 
comprehensible, certain and practically applicable system of rights and obligations.15 
In the area of the taxation of athletes, state representatives failed in fulfi lling 
abovementioned requirement, even after prior notice by the judicial power. 

6 Some (Unintended) Effects of the Judicial Change of the 
Taxation Régime

The taxing of athletes as independents contractors fi nds justifi cation in formal values 
of law and their place in Czech tax entropy. However, if the court is going against 
the profi scal meaning of the law, even for the sake of protection of individuals, the 
diffi culties in the legal application of the issue arise. In the Czech income taxes, 
troubles are always more or less connected with fl at-rate tax expenditures. 

Flat-rate tax expenditures have been for a long-term grateful topic in the Czech 
Republic for political and scientifi c discussion (Macháček, 2010: 288; Pelc, 2011: 
204). Flat-rate tax expenditures could be described as averaging of real expenditures 
spent in the performance of a certain non-dependent activity in the form of legal 
fi ction. In a case where a typically dependent activity, such as professional football, 
“reach for” fl at-rate tax expenditures, absurd situations can occur. 

The 40% or 60% tax expenditures covering the same expenses twice, although the 
expenses have been spent only by one of the contractual party (the player or the 
club). The player fi ctitiously uses them for jerseys, air tickets, trainers, masseurs, 
etc., but in fact, these services are paid by the club. Of course, the situation is related 
to the wrong wording and setting of the law that does not foresee this situation, since 
the application of fl at-rate tax expenditures is not connected with the obligation to 
save an audit trail. So there is a place for application of one expenditure twice, 
respectively by two taxpayers.

that legislation must defi ne clearly offences and the penalties which they attract. That condition is met in the 
case where the individual concerned is in a position, on the basis of the wording of the relevant provision and 
with the help of the interpretative assistance given by the courts, to know which acts or omissions will make 
him […] liable.

13 In connection with the predictability is talked about criterion the prudent trader (see Court of Justice of the 
European Union 52/81 or Court of Justice of the European Union 74/74).

14 At this point is no choice but to recall the words of Radbruch: “The will of the lawmaker is not a method of 
interpretation, but rather the goal of interpretation and the result of interpretation, the expression for an priori 
indispensability of a systemic concordant interpretation of the whole legal system. It is for that reason possible 
to declare as the intention of the lawmaker something which was never present as the conscious will of the 
author of the law. The interpreter must understand the law better than did the person who created it; the law 
can be wiser than its author – it really must be wiser than its author” (Radbruch, 2003: 107).

15 Control of these values falls within the judicial review. 
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The past praxis, related to the fi rst decision on the taxation of athletes, has created 
a sort of status quo. Collective athletes “fell to” a fl at-rate of 40%, an individual to 
a fl at-rate of 60%. This has solved the ills of diametrically different levels of the 
real costs of collective and individual athletes, but it is no longer actual nowadays 
(Radvan, 2017). To what extent new praxis is more likely similar to reality is at the 
discretion of each of us.

Successive amendments to the Income Tax Act caused that in the Czech Republic 
was set insurmountable upper rate of the fl at-rate tax expenditures to CZK 1,200,000 
per year, which particularly limits the possibility of double application of the fl at-
rate expenditures.

7 Conclusions

The tax law should be the most transparent branch of law. It should typify the 
situation, clearly state the reasons for amendments and the sense and purpose of the 
legal regulation, be helpful and punish the violation of a predictable, intelligible and 
certain text of the law, not to remain silent and actively “manifest new interpretative 
view” within the control action – athletes 007 or others. The law has to be adherence, 
but it must be the law with all its material and formal requirements. The taxation 
of athletes is unregulated area and there is some open space for taxpayers (athletes) 
to choose a tax regime limited by an electric fence in the form of a clear text and 
meaning of the law.

In its decisions on the taxation of athletes, the Supreme Administrative Court forces 
the legislator to make detailed regulation for many types of occupations that are not 
regulated by law yet. This requirement is totally meaningless and in the Author’s 
opinion it is enough if the executive power suffi ciently specifi es the subject matter 
of taxation in the form of the D-instruction, the Decree of the Ministry or other 
legitimate expectation ensuring way.

Although the position of collective athletes is concerning the matter of tax 
expenditures surrealistic, nevertheless we can see deep rationality in the motives of 
Supreme Administrative Court.16 The hypothesis of the paper needs to be answered 
positively, the regulation of the taxation of athletes in its current form does not fulfi ll 

16 Professional sport is a profession that can be performed only for a limited time. It is a lifelong affair fi tted 
into childhood and productive age. It goes without saying that athletes have to secure themselves for the 
future in the sport-productive part of their lives. If one day the postman knocked on his door and handed him 
the Financial administration’s call, in which the Financial administration would demand his life savings, the 
decision is on the human side more than okay, even though purely theoretically the author cannot identify with 
it (Cf Liška, 2016: 103-126).
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the formal values of law, especially it fails in the perspective of predictability.17 
Therefore, who knows if the campaign of the courts against the tax rules, which are 
devoid of formal values, will not continue.18 
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